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We asked some of our clients to share

what is most helpful to them as we
seek to serve their roofing needs.
“Unequaled expertise and attention to
the job.”
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Arthur L. Murray, Lavista Associates, Inc.

“I have worked 25+ years in property management and can very honestly say I have never
worked with a roofing company that is as quick to respond to calls (24/7) with a high level of
professionalism while being conscious of economics as Apollo Roofing. I can always depend
on Apollo!”
Linda Nall, CBRE, Inc.
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Your Roof Needs Help In the Summer Too!
HEAT – Temps in the upper 90s and triple digits will
deteriorate already weak places on your roofs. Joints
separate, blisters may burst, pitch pans crack, all
unnoticed. Then come the summer storms.
RAIN – Atlanta heat intensifies thunderstorms with
damaging wind and heavy rain. Heat related
weaknesses and failures channel water through the
roof, into insulation and into the building. Blocked
drains cause ponding multiplying the damage.
HAIL – It’s not unusual for hail, the size of golf balls,
to accompany these storms. It can hit your roof at high
speeds, causing damage in newer and older roofs. P.S.
We also help with your insurance!
Please Give us a call! We will take care of your roof leaks
promptly, or inspect your roof for problems before they happen. High Quality – No
Hassle - Your Trusted Roof Adviser Since 1984!
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction
At 60 stories, with its stair-stepped crest SunTrust
Plaza stands out in the Atlanta skyline. Ayers
Construction came to us to reroof the canopies that
form the buildings distinct summit. Working at
that altitude had its unique challenges. 740 feet in
the air with Peregrine Falcons nesting nearby and
a prominent Atlanta law firm tackling legal
challenges underneath, we were asked to reroof
the peaks of this building during nights and
weekends. Thousands of man hours later – along
with new roof insulation, membrane, flashing and
1000 concrete pavers, the project was completed.
We have done lots of difficult projects over the
years but this one may have been the toughest.
While the job had its own challenges, it turned out
beautifully.
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction

A beautiful interior to protect.

We can do that!

Roofs that are 740 feet in the air and are hard to
access.

Wow, that is a great view from the top of the
scaffolding!
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction

Tear if all off and take it down in buckets.

Oh yes – get it really clean before starting the new
roof!

Install new insulation.

Install a new fully adhered reflective roof membrane.
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction

Add in the flashing on over 100 areas of detail work.

Make the detail work really neat!

Add new drains.

Seal off wall penetrations with membrane and metal
flashing.
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction

Get everything water tight before leaving at night.

Make those 100+ penetrations really secure by adding
a special “Major Seal” flashing material.

Let the kids up to take a look – stay away from the
roof edge!

Start installing new concrete pavers to protect the
surface.
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Project of the Month – Ayers Construction

Get them all laid out correctly to protect the new roof.

The Peregrine Falcons gave the roof their final OK and
asked us to leave the project until next time!

A special note of thanks to Greg and Gordon of Ayers Construction, Nancy, Ali and Scott of
Portman Holdings and Joe, Sam and Jimmy of GAF.
Mark and Richard within the Apollo family managed this difficult project with determination and
focus.

Do you have a tough project? We can Help!
Call 770-751-6191 or Email rhcare@apolloroofing.com
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Emergency Repairs and Preventive Maintenance Can Save
Budget Dollars!
When you have emergency leaks, Apollo can help
you save money two ways: 1) Our quick response
helps decrease damage and preserve happy tenants.
2) Our experienced teams strive to do it right the
first time, minimizing call-backs.
Another Budget saver is an Apollo Preventive
Maintenance Program. It includes thorough
inspections and preemptive roof care. This
maintains your roof, extends roof life and minimizes
emergency repairs and damage.
Call us for your emergency leaks! Schedule an
Apollo Roof Inspection, and let us design a
Preventive Maintenance Program for you.

Braves Ticket Winner
Congratulations to Russell Copeland of Cassidy
Turley, the winner of our giveaway of 4 Field
Level Braves Tickets and valet parking. Have a
great time at the game!
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Fast Friendly Service

Vision & Values
God Honoring Work

Successful Employees

The leader in High
QUALITY no hassle
commercial roofing
services.

Inspect What We Expect

Clean and Safe Jobsites

Incredible Follow‐Up

Your Trusted Roof Adviser Since 1984!
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